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Abstract  

Other than any subject, role and impact of psychology has been at central place of human being day 

to day life, its presence is always at all the human being activities because psychology is not an 

extra force and alienated one from the human beings heart and innate possessions but it was 

incorporated and infused by god when they born .It was  endowed by god to make think human 

being in a rational ways without ambiguity and suspicion for their bright futures ,altogether 

psychology is as an inseparable elements of the human being life by making positive and negative 

works ,in positive work its role has been lot in a constructive ways with an aim to make legible and 

meaning full  life without blurry  and dim .According to men input and female’s psychology  all the 

activities of both male and female  activities are orchestrated along with the  directions of the 

psychology, in this pattern male and female will be used to do lot of activities in similar to their 

assumption and imaginations, these are the outcomes of the psychology factors which makes them 

to do good and bad activities ,without role and impact of the psychology nothing work could be 

done by  anyone .Psychology is compositions of imagination, dream ,thoughts and assumptions in 

this ways and parameters all the fine and unpleased activities are done in the soil and different places 

due to factors of the psychology .Beyond these explanations it has been as a central processing unit 

(CPU)  of humanbeing  works, activities, demeanour and characteristics  ,through these the good 

and bad characters and activities are revealed and exposed by philological aspects. At  all the 

parameters of the human being’s actions, activities and performance the role of psychology is being 

as an integral part of the both positive and negative with an aim to make positive and negative 

changes and developments according to thoughts of the human beings  
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Introduction 

With above said continuation entire gamut of human beings activities are done with an input of 

psychology, by which human beings are able make all types of work according their interest based 

on the psychological directions. All the success and victory is coming to human beings according 

they use and apply their psychological wisdom and thoughts, in this ways it determines all the 

incoming and outgoing activities of the human being. In Brief without psychology no man is able 

to perform, functions and live perfectly because which shapes, make shine the human being by 

giving suitable and relevant knowledge and wisdom according to their needs. Psychology is a fresh 

air which runs inside of our tissues and vessels and bones, it will be keeping so prosperous and 

flourishing the face cuts and skins of the human beings if they are satisfied at their fundamental 

needs unless their face and skin would be wrinkled .The force of psychology is connected with the 

materialistic point of view which would be realised by human beings through the psychology. The 

positive psychology is out comes of the humanbeins materialistic possessiveness through which 

they feel so comfort ,is a positive psychology ,which makes human being tom be at comfortable 

situations without worry .Here, this research paper argues that good psychology comes through a 

man has abundant wealth which makes his skin afresh without fade. At the same time a man getting 

fresh stamina is also generated positive psychology due to the motivation of the psychology ,is 

playing dynamic  role in making and unmaking a man’s good life, in this case generally people in 

society are found so afresh due to force of psychology which they get by their wealth accumulations 

and savings .In this paper readers are not needed to confuse about this work ,it is written how is 

psychology is related and connected with human beings well-off and healthy life ,that is generated 

and made by property possessiveness of human being is fetching fresh air and thinking this thinking 

is considered psychology which makes skin and healthy of human beings afresh and healthy. 

Psychology is connected with Good health 

Commonly psychology is interlinked with health maintenance of human being in following 

categories .If human beings have property and wealth as they able live without bothering tomorrow 

life definitely they will get confident in their life that confident is called as appositive psychology, 

through which they are able to keep good health system along with the help of positive psychology 

.At the same time human being not having property will lead to keep blaming about their future is 

called as a negative psychology ,makes damage human being health and put at the look of sorrow 
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.Here psychology is called assumptions, characters, thoughts and behaviours which determines 

slowly and speedily the needs and necessities and positives and negatives of the human being life 

,their health would be maintained and preserved carefully and happily with the force of positive 

psychology which they get from their saved amount and property, by which good health system, 

cultures, life patterns, civilisations and educations are fostered without hindrances . Moneyless 

situation produces negative psychology in human being life and keeps them at blaming situation 

and sorrowful conditions without happy ,this unhappy situations are leading to devitalise their health 

and deteriorate their health systems ,coffin  of a man will bring a positive psychology to maintain 

good and strong health systems in all his life styles .Since 1947 in Indian soil so many people and 

community is living under the below poverty line without remedial measures because of false 

administration which produces a sorrowful and negative psychology ,this makes human beings to 

think about tomorrow survival ,family expenditures and commitments .Definitely good health 

system of human being is maintained by good psychology is generated by wealth and property of 

human being unless negative psychology will be proved  to destabilised their peace and prosperity 

without happy .Based on the strength of gathered propriety, ancestor propriety and accumulated 

property good and positive psychology is emerging out to keep good health system of human beings 

,unless human being have property ,savings and wealth  their health system is vanished. Materialism 

determines good and ineffective health system of human beings for which examples are lot found 

in the soil, the skin and good health system of human being of wealth possessors are different one 

which might be seen by all the readers, on other hand poor people skin and health systems are 

seeming so meagre and sympathetic owing their poor situations, based on this evidences health 

systems of human being is made by good psychology is caused by money and wealth. 

In many of villages poor people and daily wagers are struggling lot by having pale and maligned 

health system in terms searching money ,survival and running family, at every moment they are 

suffering huge on account of not having positive psychology due to lack of money and property. 

Health is connected with psychology is connected with property these three things are determinant 

factors of the humanbeings good health system, to maintain their health they need fresh air caused 

by fresh or positive psychology on account of their property and wealthy life .Once they don’t have 

money nothing positive assumptions, imaginations, thoughts and contemplations would be arsing 

after that human being will fall prey to gambling, alcohols consumption and chewing banbaracks . 
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Psychology is same but it is varied from person to person based on their life styles are caused by 

money and property these psychology is called as a affluent psychology, in poor people life there 

are suppressive   psychology which means keep human being always at suppressive mood without 

fresh psychology as they are not able to maintain positive gppd health system. Poor is being much 

more poor in India by not having positive psychology is derived through money and property 

therefore they are not able to improve their health and life styles and rich people being more richer 

than poor  with the help of positive psychology is caused by their accumulated property and wealth. 

The ruling system is conducting the government not to make available fresh or positive psychology 

to be poor people while they make valuable to rich people for sustain their rich look by generating 

positive psychology .in simple phrase money gives good psychology ,gives good health system in 

terms  of rich people life whereas money not available in poor people life to get fresh or positive 

psychology for maintain good health systems ,these are the fault of the rulers ,are intended  to 

generate positive psychology in favour of rich for maintain their good health and life styles whereas 

they don’t like to generate positive psychology in poor people life to maintain their good health 

system. 

Conclusion  

Life styles, education ,social status and political status are differed from person to person like wise 

good health system also is varied from class to class on account of possessing materialism and 

capitalism ,without which maintaining good health system is impossible by poor people ,for which 

government have to come down to motivate positive psychology at poor people life for generate 

god health system ,definitely which will come through their property and wealth ,to generate and 

produce these system government and private milliner have to distribute their surplus materials to 

poor people in order  to maintain good health system with the help of psychology. Good feelings 

are causing good psychology is causing good health system.  
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